We present the results of comparative study of amplitude calibrations for East-Asia VLBI Network (EAVN) at 22 and 43 GHz using two different methods of an "a-priori" and a "template spectrum", particularly on lower declination sources. Using observational data sets of early EAVN observations, we investigated the elevation-dependence of the gain values at seven stations of the KaVA (KVN and VERA Array) and three additional telescopes in Japan (Takahagi 32m, Yamaguchi 32m and Nobeyama 45m). By comparing the independently obtained gain values based on these two methods, we found that the gain values from each method were consistent within 10% at elevations higher than 10
However, an accurate calibration of VLBI visibility amplitude at these frequencies still remains as a difficult challenge, since temporal changes of sky opacity and elevation dependent gain variations become dominant (Moran & Dhawan 1995) . In particular, mm/sub-mm VLBI observations experience adverse conditions because the image sensitivity is often limited by severe atmospheric environments. The most widely-used VLBI amplitude calibration is "a-priori" calibration to measure the system equivalent flux density (SEFD) based on the opacity-corrected system temperature (T * sys ) measurements and the elevation dependent gain curve for each telescope, which is equivalent to the auto-correlation spectrum and therefore can be used to scale the visibility amplitude (e.g. Martí-Vidal et al. 2012 ; see Section 3 and KaVA status report 1 ). In some stations of EAVN, however, the a-priori calibration is not applicable due to the lack of SEFD information. Alternatively, amplitude calibration using a planet (e.g. Krichbaum et al. 1993a Krichbaum et al. , 1993b or the relative gain acquisition using an ambient maser source (so called "template spectrum" calibration) is useful when instrumental effects are relatively unstable, usually for high frequency VLBI observations, to determine the telescope gain precisely (e.g. Doeleman et al. 2001; Shen et al. 2005; Niinuma et al. 2014 ).
Therefore, we analyzed the amplitude calibrations using the a-priori and template spectrum methods at both 22 and 43 GHz, particularly for observations of lower declination sources at lower elevation 1 http://radio.kasi.re.kr/kava (i.e. < ∼ 40
• ) where telescope performance is degraded and atmospheric opacity effects become severe.
To compare performance between the a-priori and template spectrum methods, careful selection of the maser source is important. A fair comparison can be made from a maser source located spatially close (a few degrees) to the target source, with the total-power spectrum used as a reference for direct SEFD measurement. Our galactic center, Sagittarius A* (Sgr A*), is one of the best sources for this study, because there are strong H 2 O and SiO maser sources in its neighbors (e.g. Reid & Brunthaler 2004; Oyama et al. 2008 ; see Table 1 ). In addition, Sgr A* is one of the main sources in the KaVA long term monitoring program, so its accurate flux density measurement has great importance and is also crucial for its size estimation (e.g. Lu et al. 2011; Akiyama et al. 2013 Akiyama et al. , 2014 .
This paper focuses on comparing gain estimation from the different amplitude calibration methods adding other telescopes outside KaVA. Detailed study of Sgr A* will be discussed in forthcoming papers. Some preliminary results from these VLBI experiments have already been reported (e.g. Akiyama et al. 2014 , Zhao et al. 2017 . Section 2 outlines the observational details, and Section 3 describes the two amplitude calibration methods and data reduction procedures. Section 4 and 5 present the analysis results and discussions, respectively. Section 6 presents our conclusions.
Observation
For this purpose, three KaVA observations for Sgr A* from 2013 to 2014 were selected: one 22
GHz observation in March 28, 2013 (K13) , and two 43 GHz observations in April 12, 2013 (Q13) and November 4, 2014 (Q14). There was one month difference between K13 and Q13, and three JVN telescopes also participated: the Takahagi 32m (TAK) and Yamaguchi 32m (YAM) telescopes participated in K13 even if YAM failed to detect the source due to bad weather, and the Nobeyama radio observatory (NRO, 45m) participated in Q13. The maximum aperture efficiency of TAK was reasonably assumed as 30% (Yonekura et al. 2016) . Q14 was observed with KaVA only under a good 20m) . Additional telescopes are TAK (Takahagi, 32m), YAM (Yamaguchi, 32m) and NRO (Nobeyama radio observatory, 45m).
b TAK aperture efficiency was assumed as 30%.
c YAM was excluded from further analysis by severe weather condition.
weather conditions, so the data provides a good opportunity to check consistency (see Table 2 ).
While pointing offset measurement and correction were not applied to VERA telescopes and TAK, KVN measured and corrected it every 1-2 hours using a nearby continuum source (e.g. NRAO 530).
For both KVN and VERA, typical pointing accuracy was better than 10 arcsec. NRO also corrected pointing offset every 1-2 hours using nearby maser sources and the offset was a few to 12 arcsec under a good weather conditions with slow wind speed less than 2 m/s during the observing time.
Observations were performed for 6 hours including multiple scans for calibrators together with Sgr A*. NRAO 530 was observed as a fringe finder, as well as the gain and delay calibrator for each observation. Maser lines of H 2 O from Sgr B2 at 22 GHz, and SiO from OH 0.55-0.06 and VX Sgr at 43 GHz were used for the template spectrum method. Rest frequencies of H 2 O and SiO maser lines were 22.235080, 42.820587 (v=2, J=1-0) , and 43.122080 (v=1, J=1-0) GHz, respectively.
The total observing bandwidth was 256 MHz (16 MHz×16 IFs) at 1 Gbps sampling rate. All data were correlated at the Korea-Japan Correlation Center in Daejeon, Korea (KJCC; Lee et al. 2015a) with accumulation period 1.6 seconds.
Data reduction

Initial calibrations
All data were processed using the NRAO Astronomical Imaging Processing System (AIPS; Greisen 2003). Cross-correlation spectra were normalized by total-power spectra using the AIPS task, 5 ACCOR. Bandpass calibration (AIPS task: BPASS) was also applied using total-power spectra of NRAO 530.
For phase calibrations, the total electron content (TEC) was corrected using the global TEC map provided by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (AIPS task: VLBATECR). The parallactic angle was corrected by the AIPS task, VLBAPANG. To remove instrumental phase offsets between intermediate frequency (IF) channels, manual phase calibration was performed using NRAO 530 over a short time range (30 sec) where the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was highest, which enabled to integrate all channels for fringe search so that it increases the sensitivity (AIPS task: FRING). Solution intervals were 60 and 30 sec within atmospheric coherence time at 22 and 43 GHz, respectively. Consequently, Sgr A* was detected with a few tens of SNR at all telescopes except for ISG, YAM in K13 and OGA in Q13, as well as NRAO 530.
Amplitude calibrations
For VLBI observations, visibility amplitude, |V ij |, is obtained from the correlation coefficient, C ij , when the source contribution to total-power spectra is negligible compared to SEFD (Jy),
where the suffixes i and j represent the telescopes comprising the baseline. Amplitude calibration calculates square-root values of SEFD i , so called gain solutions (G i ). This study compared two different amplitude calibration methods as described in detail in the following subsections.
A-priori method
A-priori method (AIPS task: APCAL) calculates the time varying gain solutions, G AP i (Jy 1/2 ), from the opacity-corrected system temperature (T * sys ) and aperture efficiency depending on the elevation of observing sources, so called gain curve:
where e(t) is target elevation at time t and f i (e(t)) is a dimensionless gain curve of i-th telescope that represents a fractional variation in the aperture efficiency normalized by the zenith aperture efficiency.
DPFU (= A e /2k) stands for degrees per flux density unit (K/Jy) where A e is the effective aperture size to the zenith and k is the Boltzmann constant, so that it gives the temperature measurement sensitivity of an effective aperture area. Based on the A e which has been measured every year (see KaVA status report 1 ), therefore, the DPFU is given as a constant and its elevation dependent changes are 6 given by the gain curve (f i (e(t))). Note that the A e variation by the antenna pointing offset has been ignored, and the gain uncertainties are shown in Appendix A. While KVN uses a gain curve as the second-order polynomial function normalized by the value at zenith, VERA uses a constant value of unity.
Accurate T * sys measurement and gain curve information are important for VLBI amplitude calibration. The T * sys contains systematic errors of 5-10% in its measurements using chopper-wheel calibrations, and the gain curves have ∼5% of uncertainties for higher elevations (>40
• ) according to the annual KaVA status report (see Appendix A, for typical errors at each telescope in our observations). However, for lower elevation sources, the measured T * sys has more ground spill-over and the sky temperature even if the use of chopper-wheel deals with the opacity effects to the first-order approximation. In addition, the uncertainties in aperture efficiency become larger for lower antenna elevations due to the difficulties to trace gravitational deformation accurately. Therefore, these errors affect the gain solutions of the a-priori method when observing sources at lower elevations.
Template spectrum method
Template spectrum method (AIPS task: ACFIT) obtains the relative gain values using the maser source total-power spectra, as shown in Figure 1 . A high-quality spectrum is selected from a scan with a sensitive antenna at a reasonable elevation (i.e. 'template') and is fitted to the total-power spectra from all telescopes using a linear least-squares algorithm. These can be simply translated to absolute gains by multiplying the measured T * sys and aperture efficiency of the 'template' so the gain solution, G AC i (Jy 1/2 ) , can be expressed as,
where θ(t) is the pointing offset at time t, and the suffix 0 means the reference telescope and time for a template usually when its gain is at the highest level. The ρ is the normalized difference between the maser peak and its baseline spectrum (i.e. ρ ≡ (P peak − P base )/P base , where P peak is the total-power spectrum at the maser peak and P base is the mean total-power of its baseline; see Figure 1 ), and the peak line flux density is assumed to be constant during the observation. Therefore, the ρ-ratio in Equation (3) corresponds to,
Thus it indicates the relative SEFD for each telescope to the template spectrum at the reference telescope and reference scan. In practice, the first and second terms on the right-hand side of Equation (4) correspond to the ratio of standard-deviation of total-power spectra to the template spectrum and The ρ measurement through a bright spectral line of maser source is shown with blue-arrow. The red-arrows are the baseline range of total-power spectrum of a maser.
their cross-correlation, respectively, as implemented in AIPS. Note that the ρ-ratio can correct the pointing offset at each time and telescope by assuming
is the gain efficiency when pointing offset is given.
Template spectrum method can provide a better estimate of antenna gain compared to a-priori method if a good template spectrum is used, particularly for observations of lower elevation sources. However, additional uncertainties can be introduced in the ρ measurements, such as maser line detection, spatial distribution of a maser source and a template spectrum selection. Note that the bandpass calibration should be properly done before applying the template spectrum method to normalize the spectral baselines at each station, which may have different amplitude bandpass responses. To minimize the uncertainties, the following considerations are required: 1) the maser lines should be clearly detected over SNR ∼ 3 at least (see Figure 2 ) where the SNR indicates ρ i (t), 2) maser sources should have a narrow and strong peak with spatially compact distribution compared to the telescope beam size, UT r14308a (Q14)
Fig. 2: (Upper)
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of gain solutions from template spectrum method which indicates the ρ i (t). (Lower) Opacity-corrected system temperature (T * sys ) for each dataset: (left) r13083b, (middle) r13102a, and (right) r14308a. Each color represents each telescope as same for both SNR and T * sys . Note that the T * sys of YAM was missed because no data was available (left panel, lower plot). The dotted line shows SNR = 3 which can be the lower-limit of clear detection of a maser line so that it can give reliable solutions.
3) a reference scan for a template spectrum should be selected with reasonable source elevation (>
10
• ) with relatively good aperture efficiency, and 4) a reference telescope for a template spectrum should have the clearest total-power spectrum of a maser line without ambiguous peaks or fluctuating baseline. We will discuss these effects in Section 5.
For Sgr A* observations, one H 2 O maser line from Sgr B2 was available for the template spectrum method at 22 GHz, and four SiO maser lines from OH 0.55-0.06 (v=2, 1, J=1-0) and VX Sgr (V=2, 1, J=1-0) were tested for amplitude calibration at 43 GHz.
We compared the gain solutions for different maser lines from each source in our observations, and selected OH 0.55-0.06 (v=1, J=1-0) as the template spectrum source for 43 GHz data, because OH 0.55-0.06 is closer to Sgr A* than VX Sgr (the separation angles of Sgr A* to OH 0.55-0.06 and VX Sgr are ∼0
• .6 and ∼8
• .5, respectively). Although there are two SiO maser transitions (v=2, J=1-0 and v=1, J=1-0, at 43.122 and 42.820 GHz, respectively), the estimated gain solutions showed little difference. Therefore, we selected the v=1, J=1-0 (42.820 GHz) maser transition since it showed a slightly lower deviation.
In order to determine a reference telescope, we have tested several VERA and KVN telescopes, and selected KYS and KUS as the reference telescopes which showed the most stable gain solutions. The 9 reference time ranges for a template spectrum were set at 1 minute when the maser source was observed at the highest elevation (see Table 2 ). The effects of template spectrum selection are discussed in detail in Section 5.
Imaging
After phase and gain calibrations, imaging results for NRAO 530 and Sgr A* were obtained using Difmap software (Shepherd 1997) , with UV-data averaged for 30 sec. Deconvolutions were processed using the CLEAN procedure (Högbom 1974 ) and self-calibrations were applied for phase and amplitude. Total flux densities and image dynamic ranges were compared with the naturally weighted map (see Table 3 ).
Results
Gain differences
We compared the gain solutions from the different amplitude calibration methods quantitatively in order to investigate their effects on the amplitude calibration results. Figure 3 shows the gain ratio, G AP /G AC , for each source at each telescope. For the maser sources and Sgr A*, both methods show good coincidence at all elevations above ∼10
• . NRAO 530 shows larger offsets, because larger gains were obtained from the template spectrum method due to the source separation angle from the maser sources (∼ 15
• .7 from both Sgr B2 and OH 0.55-0.06). This is discussed further in Section 5.3. Note that the small deviations of gain ratio include the possible pointing offsets as a factor of 1/η θ,i , because only template spectrum method corrects the pointing offset as shown in Section 3.2.2. The typical values of it are shown in Appendix A.
As shown in Figure 2 , ISG in K13, OGA and ISG in Q13, and OGA in Q14 were performed under a bad weather conditions so the gain values from template spectrum method showed lower SNR ( < ∼ 3). This results in the large deviations in the gain ratio.
Note that the gain ratios in NRO (middle-panel, lower-middle) show that the a-priori method gives ∼34% smaller gain values than the template spectrum method, where the gain solutions from template spectrum method are reliable according to the SNR. It may be attributed to a relatively larger pointing offsets up to ∼12 arcsec that can cause ∼20% of flux density loss, as shown in Table 3 . For the time range of UTC 17:30 -19:20 at NRO, an amplitude drop appeared by a temporal memory flip during the correlation in the VLBI correlation subsystem (VCS) so the data were flagged. 30% to obtain the gain ratio. Sky opacities to the zenith were measured before and after observations, and are shown next to each telescope's name.
Derived gain curve
From the comparison of Equation (2) and (3), a gain curve, f der i (e(t)), can be derived from the gain solutions of template spectrum method as,
It can be also obtained from the square of the gain ratio (i.e. (G AP /G AC ) 2 ) because it corresponds to a gain curve ratio, f der i (e(t))/f i (e(t)). Figure 4 shows the derived gain curves normalized to the mean value at each telescope, and gain curves used in the a-priori method for VERA, JVN and KVN. The difference between two gain curves is about 20% for elevations >10
• , except for ISG in K13, ISG and OGA in Q13, and OGA in Q14 where the gain SNRs of template spectrum method are lower than ∼3. Note that the gain curve is unity at all elevations for VERA, whereas KVN uses a polynomial function based on cross-scan observations from 20
• to 80
• elevation.
Based on typical pointing accuracy of each telescope in KaVA, the pointing offset of ∼5 arcsec may cause a gain loss of ∼2 %. Other factors, such as T * sys and DPFU measurement uncertainties, are responsible for the 5-15% of losses. On the other hand, the additional losses are expected for low elevation observations (< 10
• ) due to atmospheric opacity changes. Therefore, it is strongly recommended to remove data from elevation 10
• . In practice, KaVA observing schedules have been optimized to observe sources above ∼10
• since 2014 except for the MIZ where is located at the most east-north side among the KaVA stations, so both of amplitude calibration methods are applicable within 10% difference.
Amplitude calibrations for the additional telescopes (TAK, NRO) and its effects on the image sensitivity
The template spectrum method has the advantage to extend possible telescopes comprising VLBI.
While the a-priori amplitude calibration method requires the gain curve and T * sys measurements for all telescopes, the template spectrum method needs only those values for a template spectrum (i.e. at one station at a short time range). Therefore, any radio telescopes without T * sys and gain curve information could still participate in VLBI observations using this method for their amplitude calibrations.
In our observations, for example, TAK and NRO participated in addition to KaVA in K13 and Q13, respectively. While both telescopes have the T * sys measurements, the TAK gain curve information was assumed as 30%, and NRO was suspected to have a relatively larger pointing offsets. Therefore, the imaging results of a-priori method had to be compared with the results from template spectrum method which can give a more practical gain curve without pointing offset effects (see Table 3 ).
We compared the total flux densities from each method by applying 1) phase-only self-calibration and 2) phase+amplitude self-calibration, to see the effects of gain solutions on the resultant flux densities more strictly. As a result, the measured total flux densities from each method were consistent within ∼10% for both 1) and 2) cases, except for the KaVA and KaVA+NRO in Q13 where the NRO had a severe gain loss. Note that NRAO 530 flux densities from the template spectrum method were corrected by the separation angle correction factor (β 2 in Table 3 , see also Section 5.3). The total flux densities of NRAO 530 were compared with relevant imaging results from archival data in Boston University (BU) Blazar Group, and the results from both methods were well consistent with the BU archival data.
In addition, the participations of TAK and NRO gave a notable dynamic range increase in the resultant i (e(t))/ f der i (e(t)) ; circles), and used in the a-priori method which was normalized with its maximum value (f i (e(t)); broken lines). Each dataset of K13 (top), Q13 (middle) and Q14 (bottom) are shown, and the telescopes in VERA+JVN and KVN are shown in upper and lower side of each panel, respectively. The gains at reference time and telescope are shown with the asterisk mark (KUS in K13, Q13 (green), and KYS in Q14 (red)). The error ranges were estimated by the typical measurement uncertainties (see Appendix A). The difference between two gain curves are ∼20% for > 10
• of elevation, while it becomes larger at lower elevations. 14 images about 10-15%. This implies that more radio telescopes can compromise the VLBI using the template spectrum method which were not available to calibrate their amplitudes before so that it can provide better sensitivity. Therefore, the template spectrum method is crucial to extend the candidate radio telescopes for EAVN observations.
Discussions
Gain uncertainties of the a-priori method arise from inaccuracies in T * sys measurements and gain curves. On the other hand, the template spectrum method derives a gain curve from the ρ-ratio during the observation time, so could provide more practical gain values. Under ideal observation with a single maser line from a compact source without pointing errors, the "derived" gain curve will trace the practical changes of aperture efficiency during observations better than a-priori method as long as it holds the fundamental assumptions: no variations of a maser line during the observation. However, the template spectrum method uncertainties arise from reference selection, maser line profile, spatial distributions of maser components and separation angle from a target.
Template spectrum selection
When selecting a template spectrum, the following criteria are important: 1) select a reference telescope that shows the clearest maser line total-power spectrum without any ambiguous peaks or fluctuating baseline, and 2) select a reference scan when the source is at elevation where aperture efficiency of the reference telescope is maximized.
From Equation (3), gain solutions from the template spectrum method depend on ρT * sys /f (e)DPFU of the template spectrum. Since ρ is proportional to A e /T * sys , this implies the effective aperture size of the template spectrum relative to the zenith (i.e. A e (template)/A e (e = 90
• )). Note that all A e for different times and telescopes are normalized with the effective aperture size of the reference telescope at reference scan, which corresponds to the derived gain curves. Therefore, the reference scan and telescope should be determined as having the most stable gain and T * sys values where usually the largest effective aperture area is given during the observing time. In addition, to minimize ρ-measurement error, the template spectrum is strongly recommended to have a single-sharp maser line feature with a flatter baseline in its total-power spectrum. Note that the different bandpass responses at each telescope can give different spectral baselines so the bandpass calibration has to be carefully applied first. Consequently, gain results from the template spectrum method are reasonably close to the a-priori method results (i.e. gain ratio ≈ 1), particularly at 43 GHz in the bottom panel of Figure 5 .
However, at 22 GHz, it was difficult to find which telescope provides the closest gain to a-priori method results. For example, the MIZ gain ratio was close to unity when IRK was selected as the reference telescope, but there was larger offset for KTN. It is clearly seen only at 22 GHz data, so an additional effect from the maser source itself is expected and is discussed in the following section. (Right) The total-power spectra of H 2 O maser line in Sgr B2 observed in K13, with bandpass calibration using NRAO 530. Note that the flux densities were obtained through a-priori amplitude calibration. We selected a peak at 22232.7 MHz (blue-arrows) and the baseline ranges around 22228 and 22242 MHz (red-arrows). However, multiple maser peaks are evident, and contributions from each emission regions are mixed. Therefore, if a pointing shifted from its center during an observation, the relative powers of each peak differ which makes it difficult to measure accurate elevation dependent gain changes.
Maser source selection for the template spectrum method
Since the template spectrum method uses total-power spectrum of a maser line, it is important to constrain a reliable frequency range corresponding to the peak and baseline to evaluate the ρ values. In addition, the maser source spatial distribution should be compact enough compared to the telescope beam size. Otherwise, the beam size differences convolved with telescope pointing errors may introduce additional gain differences.
For example, in K13, the H 2 O maser of Sgr B2 was used for the template spectrum method. Sgr B2 has a largely extended molecular cloud up to 120 arcsec in the declination direction from the pointing center, and the H 2 O maser distributions in each region (named as, main, north, mid-north and south)
are also extended having similar velocities (McGrath et al. 2004; Figure 6 (Left) ). Since all KaVA telescopes has a beam size > 120 arcsec at 22 GHz and different effective aperture sizes, it is difficult to separate the amount of contributions from each emission regions in Sgr B2 to each telescope, even if the maser line peak frequency range is set as narrow as possible to avoid ambiguity ( Figure quency range selection where the maser line shows a peak, as well as reference telescope selection.
On the other hand, SiO masers usually show one sharp peak in a very narrow frequency range (see, for example, Figure 1 ) and sufficiently compact, because its emitting region is spatially limited near an evolved star. Therefore, SiO masers are generally good candidates for this application. Figure 3 shows that the gain ratio between the a-priori and template spectrum methods for NRAO 530 has a larger offset from unity compared to Sgr A*. The gain solutions from template spectrum method were obtained from a nearby maser source and applied to the target source by interpolation along time, so the angular distance between two sources is often ignored.
Separation angle effect
In our observations, maser sources were found within 1
• from Sgr A* whereas the separation to NRAO 530 was ∼15
• . Since maser source elevations were lower than NRAO 530, the interpolated gain values for NRAO 530 from masers (Sgr B2 and OH 0.55-0.06) were higher than the gain from the a-priori method about 20∼30% on average, so this produced the corresponding flux density increases. Therefore, interpolation errors introduced by the separation angle should be corrected when the template spectrum method is applied to distant source from a maser source.
Let the gain ratio of the maser source itself be G
, where t ′ is the observing time for the maser source, e(t ′ ) is the elevation and η θ (t ′ ) is gain efficiency when a pointing offset, θ, is given. Then the separation angle correction factor, β(∆e(t)), can be obtained from the gain ratio for a target source as,
where t is the target observing time and α(e(t ′ ) > 10 • ) is averaged gain ratio of the maser source above 10
• in elevation to minimize errors, which is ≈ 1. The pointing offset effects are represented with (η θ (t ′ )/η θ (t)) 1/2 , as explained in Section 4.1. This can be approximated as unity if no significant pointing changes are shown between target and maser sources. β(∆e(t)) represents the interpolation errors by the separation angle where ∆e(t) is an elevation difference between the maser and target sources at an observing time, t. Note that the gain ratios at time t, G AP (t)/G AC (t), for NRAO 530
and Sgr A* are shown in Figure 3 . Therefore, the gain values for sources distant from a maser source can be reasonably estimated by applying β(t).
In our measurements, elevation differences between sources were almost constant during the observing time. Therefore, the correction factors were assumed to be constant (i.e. β(∆e(t)) ≈ β), and β Total flux densities and image dynamic ranges from each method: a-priori (AP) and template spectrum (TS). The images were naturally weighted. The total flux densities have been compared to the adjacent observations in Boston University (BU) data for NRAO 530.
a The separation angle correction factor (see Section 5.3).
b The results of template spectrum method were obtained using OH 0.55-0.06 (v=1, J=1-0).
c The quantization loss correction factors of 1.35 and 1.3 were multiplied to each data in 2013 and 2014, respectively (Lee et al. 2015b) . Note that each values without/with parenthesis resulted from the image reconstruction through the iterative processes of CLEAN and self-calibration for phase only, and applying the amplitude self-calibration onto the former results, respectively. * The flux density loss seems to be dominated by the pointing offset (<12 arcsec) at NRO.
to correct for Sgr A* due to its proximity to the maser source, β 2 ∼ 0.74 (i.e. β ∼ 0.86) was applied for NRAO 530 which is located at ∼15 • higher elevation than the maser source (Table 3 ).
This correction is closely related to the sky opacity due to the elevation difference between the maser source (i.e. Sgr B2 and OH 0.55-0.06) and the target (i.e. Sgr A* and NRAO 530) and can be written as,
where τ 0 is opacity to the zenith, and 90
• − el(t) is the zenith angle, Z, at time t. The relationship of β to the sec(Z) difference between the maser and target sources, sec(Z target ) -sec(Z maser ), and to the target source elevation is presented in Figure 7 . On the left two panels of Figure 7 , each colored point represents the β values from the obtained gain solutions by the template spectrum method, and the trend of beta with different opacity to the zenith (i.e. τ 0 ) is shown as the dashed and dash-dotted lines.
The points out of the lines show the larger difference between the a-priori and template spectrum method (i.e. α) by the relatively bad observing condition. Note that the shaded area in Figure 7 (right panel) shows the elevation range of NRAO 530 during the observations, and the averaged β for NRAO 530 within the τ 0 range from 0.05 to 0.3 which are the minimum and maximum opacities in our measurements at all telescopes is 0.87 ± 0.09. This estimated β value is well consistent with the β obtained from Equation (6). Figure 8 shows the known sky distribution of H 2 O and SiO maser sources (Valdettaro et al. 2001; Indermuehle et al. 2013; Yoon et al. 2014; Cho et al. in prep.) . If we assume an arbitrary continuum target is correspond to the 2 • x 2 • pixel of all sky, ∼89 and ∼64 % of targets can be found within 15
• of separation angle from each maser source. Thus, this implies that the template spectrum method can be clearly applied to more than two-third of all available targets and properly corrected through the gain ratio (G AP /G AC ), or the intervening opacity measurements (e.g. every ∼2 hours) at each telescope.
Conclusion and Summary
In this study, we investigated the amplitude calibrations for the EAVN through the quantitive differences between the a-priori and template spectrum methods using the KaVA and additional telescopes in Japan. As a result, both gain values and total flux densities of each source from each method were well consistent within 10% when the maser lines are clearly detected insuring the high SNR of gain values from template spectrum method. However, the difference becomes larger at lower elevations, particularly below 10 • , so that it can be more strictly tested through the observations SiO maser source survey for lower declinations was carried out using the Mopra telescope in Australia in Indermuehle et al. (2013) (right, red-circles).
which will be practically designed for the specific purpose in the future.
The template spectrum method has potential to correct the possible gain losses by pointing uncertainty during an observation and to extend the available telescopes for VLBI imaging applications, particularly in cases where telescopes cannot provide proper calibration files for amplitude (i.e. T * sys and gain curve). Our observations showed image dynamic ranges were increased by 10-15% by the additional telescopes (i.e. TAK and NRO). This is especially important for the Sgr A* studies where several maser sources are observable in a close region and hard to calibrate the amplitude due to its low elevations for the northern hemisphere arrays. Therefore, the template spectrum method is practically important not only for accurate amplitude calibration and comparison with a-priori method, but also extending KaVA to radio telescopes in East-Asia regions. We also demonstrated that the template spectrum method is applicable to distant sources (e.g. NRAO 530, ∼15
• separation)
by introducing a separation angle correction factor, β. Thus, based on the known maser source distribution on the sky (e.g. Figure 8 ), the template spectrum method can be more widely utilized, particularly for extragalactic sources, which are relatively difficult to find suitable maser sources compared to the galactic sources.
Our comparative study will also be useful to check the reliability of flux density and size measurements for a variety of sources, especially for long-term monitoring observations (particularly, KaVA large programs) where consistent data processing is strongly required. 
Appendix A
The gain errors are mainly affected by the measurement uncertainties of aperture efficiency (σ A ), system temperature (σ T ) and the gain efficiency under a pointing offset (η θ ) (see Table A1 ). Considering each uncertainties, the gain solutions at i-th antenna at time t from a-priori (G AP i (t)) and template spectrum (G T * sys,i (t) ± σ T,i (t) DP F U i f i (e(t)) ± σ A,i (e(t)) ,
sys,0 (t 0 ) ± σ T,0 (t 0 ) DP F U 0 f 0 (e(t 0 )) ± σ A,0 (e(t 0 )) (ρ r,i (t) ± σ r,i (t)),
where σ A,i (e(t)) and σ T,i (t) are the aperture efficiency and system temperature measurement uncertainties, respectively. ρ r,i (t) is the ρ-ratio (i.e. ρ 0 (t 0 )/ρ i (t)) and its uncertainty is σ r,i (t)
which is affected by the baseline fitting error and maser line selection in the total-power spectrum of a maser source. Note that ρ r,i (t) corrects the gain loss effects by pointing offset (i.e.
η θ,i = 1/exp(4ln2(θ off /θ hpbw ) 2 ) where θ off and θ hpbw are pointing offset and HPBW of the beam, respectively; Lee et al. 2017) , and σ r,i (t) is typically less than ∼1 % when the maser source and template spectrum are selected under the selection criteria (see Section 3.2.2). Therefore, the relative errors to each gain solution can be obtained by, b The typical system temperature measurement uncertainties of the chopper-wheel method (Kutner & Ulich 1981; Jewell 2002 ).
c The gain efficiencies when the pointing offsets in a status report in 2013 and 2014 are given, relative to HPBW of the beam size. * Preliminary estimates (Yonekura et al. 2016 ).
